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Nothing tastes better than food you

grow yourself!  This week we will

dig into how and where fruits and

veggies of the rainbow grow.  Some

garden work will be part of each day,

as well as some yummy taste testing.

Is it an alligator or a crocodile?  A

leopard or a jaguar?  The wild world of

animals inspires questions at every turn.  

Children will really sink their teeth into

this week, designing their own creature

and habitat as they learn about some of

nature’s most amazing creatures.

Get your passport ready as we travel

across five continents in five days

learning and celebrating some lesser-

known holidays from around the world.  

Add in a little geography, some map

skills, and an appreciation for varied

cultures and we can get this party

started.

This water-themed week is sure to

“wet” your appetite for fun.  Water

plays such an important role on our

earth.  We will learn about different

bodies of water and the animals that live

there, as well as how to help keep the

water on our planet clean.  Waterslide

design will wrap up this week and we

hope to even test out some of our plans.

STEAM shouldn’t be limited to the

kitchen or the science lab!  This week

we are taking it outdoors and into

NATURE.  From symmetry to

structures, our future artists and

engineers will use things found in our

environment to observe, experiment,

craft, and build.  

Summer wouldn’t be summer without

a little (day) camping.  Try your hand

at setting up a tent, building a shelter,

and learning some outdoor safety tips

and tricks.  A leisurely pretend

(cardboard) boat ride and some (play)

fishing will leave you recharged and

ready to roast some marshmallows as

we say goodbye to the summer of 2023

Love what you Sow, Eat what you Grow

July 3-7 

Wet, Wild, and Weird

July 24-28

Animal Adaptations and Look-a-Like Creatures

July 10-14

Summer is STEAM’N!

July 31-August 4

Holiday-a-Day 

July 17-21

Closing Camp Out

August 7-11


